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1) 

Kadesh:

Q: Why do we start the Seder with this name? Why not the traditional name for the opening 
Bracha at a meal: “Kiddush”? 


A: Rav Kook suggests that the translation of ‘kadesh’ means ‘to sanctify’. It is an imperative 
and written in the singular. 


At the beginning of the Seder, we start as individuals, with an imperative to sanctify the evening 
together. Our ability to join together, and to sanctify the evening, are two forms of absolute 
freedom. 


Slaves are not masters of their own time, and their own tables. We begin the Seder with an 
expression of intent to be in charge of both. 


2) 

Karpas: 
Why do we begin the Seder with the unusual act of dipping Karpas into salt water? What is the 
symbolism? 


When Yosef was given his coat - it is called in Hebrew a Katonet Pasim. Rashi (Genesis 37:3) in 
trying to describe a ‘Pasim’, quotes the beginning of Megilat Esther (1:6) that describes the 
elaborate party, hosted by Achashveirosh as decorated with “Chur, Karpas, Utecheilet” loosely 
translated as fine, and beautiful linens. 


Perhaps when we dip the ‘Karpas’ in salt water, we are commemorating the dipping of Yosef’s 
beautiful coat (made of fine Karpas/linen) as the point where disunity began in the Jewish 
people. This was the moment when the Exile to Egypt began. 


3) 

Yachatz:  

Q: Why do we split the middle Matzah? This has no precedent in Halacha - in fact we generally 
try to keep the bread/matzah we use for Hamotzi in tact? 


A: R’ Avraham Biderman suggests that there is a well-known answer to this. Impoverished 
people generally don’t consume an entire meal when eating. Since they don’t know where their 
next meal comes from they save part of their meal for a later time when they will be hungry 
again. This action therefore captures the essence of the Matzah which we call Lechem Oni 
(poor people’s bread). 


What about the element of freedom in Yachatz? Does not Matzah also represent the bread we 
ate when free? 


Rabbi Biderman suggests that the way we generally create a lasting connection, a covenant, 
between two parties, is by ‘breaking bread’ together. At the beginning of the Seder, we create a 
covenant with God by ‘breaking bread’ with him. 


We are so busy the entire year, and certainly before Pesach, it is easy to compartmentalize 
aspects of our  lives. At times we hide away our religious selves, and at times we hide away our 
professional selves. Pesach is about seeing the whole Matzah. 
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4) 

Maggid:  

Q: Why do we begin with “Kol Dichfin...” - an invitation to those in need? It seems like a 
disingenuous invitation once everyone has been seated and certainly, following Kiddush? No 
one is turning up now! 


A: Rabbi Soloveitchik reminds us that the Rama states at the beginning of the laws of Pesach 
that we are obligated to give charity (Ma’ot Chittin) to ensure that everyone can participate in a 
Seder. 

The biggest joy of Yom Tov is enabling everyone, no matter economic status, to participate. 


We begin the Seder with an invitation to show that everyone has a seat at the Seder table, no 
matter their status or class, and that is the ultimate expression of freedom. We don’t exclude 
any Jew from the Seder. 


A slave generally doesn’t share. 


5)

The Four Son’s:  

Q: Why not begin the Seder with the Mah Nishtanah? It is the highlight, it captures the entirety 
of the Seder, and can set the stage for the evening ahead that is supposed to be filled, and 
defined by questions? 


A: The Alexander Rebbe suggests that there is something deeper that a question and that is 
Kadesh. Yes, we do so many things on the evening of the Seder, in order for the children to ask 
questions - but we have to not lose sight of the mission. 


Jewish continuity is fostered by the curiosity of the next generation but it isn’t curiosity that is 
the goal, it is to sanctify this world and maintain a connection from generation to generation. 

For this reason we begin with the mission statement: ‘Kadesh’ and then jump into setting the 
environment for the Mah Nishtanah.


6) 


The She’eino Yodea Lishol: 

Q: Which son do we most identify with? Which son are we trying to be?


A: The Kedushat Levi often described himself as the son who doesn’t know how to ask 
questions. So much happens in our world that raises questions - how does God permit 
suffering? How are we driven from one exile to another? 


The advice offered to the father of the child who doesn’t know how to ask, is really advice 
given to God, and the creator of us. We say that God should teach us how to ask? God should 
teach us how to be good people, parents, siblings and children. Often we think of ourselves as 
striving to be the Chochom. The Kedushat Levi encouraged us to strive to be the child who 
doesn’t know how to ask because it is that child who is deeply connected to their father. It is in 
that scenario we get to deeply connect to Avinu Malkeinu, our Father in Heaven. 
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7)

Maggid:


Q: Why do all these Rabbis travel to the home of R’ Akiva in Beni Barak? He was the junior 
Rabbi, a student of these other Rabbis? 


A: R’ Yosef Rimon suggests that we need to remember the context within which these Rabbis 
were meeting. They were living in the shadow of the destruction of Bet HaMikdash and the 
defeat of Bar Kochba. They were feeling helpless, and could not see how to celebrate the 
festival of freedom. 


R’ Akiva, who famously (recorded at the conclusion of Talmud Makkot) rejoiced at the site of a 
fox walking through the rubble of the destroyed Bet HaMikdash, was the optimist. He 
understood that long game, and realized the entire prophecy of exile and then redemption. 
These Rabbis turned to R’ Akiva for his optimism during a dark time. 


8) 


Dayeinu: 
Q: Would it have been enough for God to bring us to Sinai? The entire world was created for 
the Torah! 


A: The Kedushat Levi suggests that, like Avraham did, we could have discovered the lessons 
and teachings of the Torah from within ourselves, had we placed ourselves in the appropriate 
environment to do so. If we had only stood at the foot of Mt. Sinai and not received the Torah 
from God, we would have discovered the Torah from within ourselves and lived a life like 
Avraham. 


9) 

Marror:  

Q: Why did they eat Marror at the first Seder in Egypt? Did they need the Marror to assist them 
to remember the suffering they had just gone through? 


A: Rav Nevenzahl suggests that the Jewish people had been freed from slaves for at least 6+ 
months by this stage. Some commentaries suggest that the slavery ended the Rosh Hashana 
before and that the Jewish people had been living as free people in Egypt for a year and a half. 
From the moment the plagues began they became like kings in Egypt, having access to clean 
water, and good food. 

It was because of this freedom experienced they needed to be reminded of the slavery through 
the Marror. 


This may be why the Jewish people will later (Parshat Beshalach) in the desert complain to 
Moshe that they would like to return to Egypt to eat of the meat and fresh vegetables there. 
There last year in Egypt was quite comfortable and therefore the reason to leave may have 
been less obvious. 
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10)

Hallel:


Q: Why do we split Hallel into two sections, one prior to eating and one following eating? 


A: The Hagadda Sefer Emek Bracha suggests that there are two types of praise we offer God. 
Hallel vs. Shira. Hallel is offered to commemorate events of the past while Shira is offered at 
the immediate conclusion of a significant event. The “Hallel” that we say before the meal is 
really a Shira that we are offering upon completing the experience of going out of Egypt (As it 
says in the hagadda right before the first Hallel: “Venomar Lefanav Shira Chadasha”. The Hallel 
we offer later is commemorate the historic event.   
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